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Background, Survey Development, and Response Rate:
In June of 2018, the Town of Wright, City of Gillette, and Campbell County Board of
Commissioners contracted with the Campbell County Chamber of Commerce to survey all
registered voters in Campbell County, with regards to funds generated by the 1% sales tax.
Voters were asked to rank how their communities should prioritize the investment of these
funds, in addition to being asked what, specifically, is their biggest priority.
The survey’s content was provided by the City, Town, and County. Each of the projects were
presented to respondents on a four-point matrix: “Do Not Fund,” “Low,” “Medium,” and
High” priorities.
A mailing list of registered voters was generated by the Campbell County Elections Office
and transmitted to the Chamber via email on July 17. There were 18,840 registered voters
as of that date.
The approved survey document was sent to Simpson’s Printing in Gillette, who randomly
assigned each survey a registration number (to verify its authenticity) and then mailed out
surveys the first week of August. An unknown number of those surveys were undeliverable.
Simpson’s Printing reported that 27 addresses had been rejected by the USPS bulk mailing
computer, and they were able to identify an additional 46 addresses that were in error.
Simpson’s was able to make the corrections needed in these 73 addresses, and then remailed those surveys as a courtesy.
Of some note: 43.8% of those addresses shown in error were in Recluse or Rozet.
An additional 100 surveys with registration marks were printed by Simpson’s and then
distributed by the Chamber to those registered voters who -- for whatever reason – did not
receive, or were not able to complete, their original survey. Of those 100, eight (8) were
returned.
In total, 2471 surveys were returned to the Chamber, either via postal service or dropped
off at one of ten locations around Campbell County. Though the return date was listed as
September 15, survey boxes were not collected until Monday, September 17. Additional
mailed in surveys were received and counted as late as September 27.
Some surveys were returned completely blank. There were 32 mailed-in surveys that did not
have postage, but still made it to the Chamber to be counted. Of the surveys received, 2451
had results that were able to be tabulated.
The number of surveys returned would suggest a return rate of 13%, though the actual
number is more than likely to be higher, if it were possible to calculate the number of surveys
that reached their intended destination.
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Survey Return Data:

Location of Ballots Received
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Survey return boxes were available in the following locations:
Wright:
Campbell County Public Library
Wright Town Hall

Gillette:
Campbell County Chamber of Commerce
Campbell County Senior Center
Campbell County Courthouse
Campbell County Public Library
Gillette City Hall
Albertson’s
Don’s
Smith’s

53 surveys were returned directly in Wright, 891 in Gillette, and 1527 mailed in.
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Overall Survey Results:

TOWN OF WRIGHT
Out of 2451 surveys, 1155 respondents (47%) ranked thirteen (13) different projects
proposed by the Town to spend 1% sales tax funds on in the next four years.
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CITY OF GILLETTE
Out of 2451 surveys, 2325 respondents (95%) ranked fifteen (15) different projects
proposed by the City to spend 1% sales tax funds on in the next four years.
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CAMPBELL COUNTY
Out of 2451 surveys, 2412 respondents (98%) ranked thirteen (13) different projects
proposed by the County to spend 1% sales tax funds on in the next four years.
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Geographic Data:
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97.2% of respondents answered the question “Where do you live?”

“Other”:

By our calculations, Gillette comprises 69% of the current population of Campbell County.
Another 3% are in Wright, the remaining 28% within county limits.
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However, of the 18,840 registered voting mailing addresses received, 16,970 (90%)
reported they were in Gillette, 886 (4.7%) were in Wright, and a further 820 (4.4%) were in
Recluse and Rozet. (167 respondents, or .9% of those registered, had mailing addresses
outside of Campbell County and/or Wyoming.)
That means of the registered voters we contacted, 14% of Gillette residents responded, 7%
of residents in Recluse/Rozet, and 4.7% of Wright.
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There were 2391 respondents, or 97.5% of those surveyed, who answered the question
“How long have you lived in Campbell County?”, with 87.54% having lived in Campbell
County for over a decade.
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Employment data:
We asked where employed respondents worked, to contrast with where they reside, which
96% of respondents answered. The majority (54.99%) of all respondents say they work in
Gillette; (59.05%) of those that say they live in Gillette also work there.

Others:
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Out of 2451 surveys returned, 96.7% of respondents answered what their employment
status was (above graph). The second highest majority of Gillette residents are retired. (This
is also true for Wright, where 24.39% of respondents are retired.) The following graph
constitutes only Gillette respondents:

Comments:
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TOWN OF WRIGHT
These comments were written in on the first question regarding the Town of Wright,
ranking projects from “Do Not Fund” through “High Priority.”
1

1% should not be used for wages and salaries

2

snow removal on rural routes

3

library

4

Library

5

Fire and emergency services

6

Fire and emergency services

7

drain the swamp

8

stop funding all the charities

9

fire department

10

Fire department equipment/services

11

No non profits

12

For spring/fall cleanup get local FFA and 4H and school organizations to help

13

Panther pond. Dredge and clean and add more picnic shelters

14

Fire department

15

Major water and sewer system repair

16

Weather radar

17

Fire department equipment

18

Attracting new business

19

Public transportation to and from Gillette with a small charge

20

STEM program for all schools

21

4 lane highway to/from Gillette

22

Immunization clinic funding

23

cut spending

24

cut spending

25

college

26

Fire department

27

Keep Wright safe

28

Wright needs a town dump

29

Fire department support

30

Gillette college Wright extension

31

More money for fire fighters

32

Parking lot at mall

33

Fire department
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34

Fire dept funding

35

New bridge over 14/16 and rr tracks

36

Fire dept/emergency services

37

Abandoned homes/clean up

38

Fire/EMS

39

(Do NOT fund) baseball fields

40

Senior Center and Veterans

41

Youth programs

42

Better quality of water. Not drinkable now

43

Gillette College

44

Animal Control

45

Recycling

46

Pay for education for full time firefighters not just part timers.

47

Pay for education for full time firefighters not just part timers

48

Pay for education for full-time firefighters not part-time

49

Pay for education for full time fire fighters/employees

50

do not spend money!

51

Doppler Radar

52

Senior Citizens' Center and Services

53

Support senior center

54

Fire Department Staffing
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The following comments were written in response to question sixteen (16), “Please enter
any other comments here,” from respondents who identified as being from Wright:
#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I do not support the 1% tax simply because our elected officials have been spending irresponsibly.
Our basic community infrastructure needs funding before studies and encouraging growth. I fully
support diversifying our economy, but it's pointless if our emergency services can't support our
current community. ( For example, battalion 4 fire at CCFD had a broken engine for months and
funding was refused. They finally have a used one even though they are the first responders for the
southern portion of the county).

9/21/2018 10:40 AM

2

We support the community college, the .25% tax was voted down because of the monetary black
hole of the Economic Development Board.

9/21/2018 9:57 AM

3

We own property in Gillette

9/21/2018 9:20 AM

4

Why does Wright have a separate water district, also why do they not have own police force.

9/20/2018 3:43 PM

5

The penny tax has afforded Wright to build nice bathroom facilities at parks, however they are
always locked due to high rate of vandalism- put some money into security cameras and catch
them and prosecute.

9/11/2018 2:48 PM

6

This county can think of more bullshit ways to spend money. I think most of the elected assholes
are crooks that don't listen to the people. The rec center in Gillette/Wright, Field of Dreams, new
high school and college are all poor ways to spend money.

9/4/2018 1:41 PM

7

Enough with spending money- How about saving some? I will be voting against any tax increase
because it rarely comes to southern Campbell County

8/31/2018 9:30 AM

8

Need all new county commissioners

8/24/2018 4:00 PM

9

We need Doppler Radar!

8/20/2018 12:18 PM

10

Do not fund anything with Penny Power! I hate Penny Power!!!

8/20/2018 12:14 PM
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CITY OF GILLETTE
These comments were written in on the third question regarding the City of Gillette, ranking
projects from “Do Not Fund” through “High Priority.”
1

Increase public open space, improve dog park

2

Plow snow off of side streets more

3

go back to picking up spring cleanup

4

Additional bridge over railroad

5

Permanent park restrooms

6

Mental Health services

7

Shopping (big stores like Macy's, Target)

8

Skate park water fountain was promised when it was built

9

Maintenance of end of drainage ditch near Thunder Basin on Arlington

10

railroad underpass at Brooks and at grade crossing at Butler Spaeth

11

taking care of veterans and seniors

12

Doppler radar

13

Spend money that benefits large percentage of people

14

snow plowing!!!

15

politicians should not assume they deserve the 1 penny tax to find something to spend it on

16

Library

17

library

18

economic development

19

library

20

Traffic flow and traffic control study

21

veterans

22

Library

23

Weather alert system

24

Safety light for pedestrians at 14/16 and 4th someone is gonna die there

25

Bring back free curbside recycling

26

Economic development

27

Traffic lights speed limit 20 around intersection of 14-16

28

Economic development

29

economic development

30

Railroad underpass at Brooks

31

Out of control spending on parks

32

Library

33

Library

34

Bike path around fishing lake to not go up over bridge along highway 59
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35

Recycling

36

reduce morning dove population- filthy and predatory on song birds

37

Mental health treatment

38

snow removal

39

It's pathetic city has water for beautification but not for humans

40

law enforcement training

41

Snow removal and sanding

42

improvement for alley

43

Boys and girls club, radar for whole area

44

Curb and gutter on Overdale to golf course

45

curb and gutter in Westover

46

maintain what we have

47

plow streets in winter

48

Senior center

49

senior center

50

more cooperative with county and state

51

Get the cops out doing their jobs

52

Health and Safety

53

snow removal

54

Lower water rates

55

Fix street lights

56

Move gun club

57

More handicap parking

58

Lower utility costs

59

General garbage/ trash disposal pickup

60

A better recycling program

61

Maintenance on existing city buildings

62

Funding for monitoring red light runners at major intersections

63

Recycle trailers - county access

64

City beautificiation

65

Weather radar

66

no more statues

67

curbside cleanup should be done again

68

Attract new industry

69

Another overpass over railroad

70

Need another overpass for the north side of Gillette

71

STEM programs for all schools- Doctors who want to stay here

72

Fix the bad streets, like Foothills Boulevard

73

Maintain our public parks and right of ways

74

Maintain current parks and public right of ways

75

Build another overpass!! North of town needs better access due to train

76

Quit spending money just to spend it

77

Shooting range

78

No dog park!

79

Waste water treatment plant

80

Sewer treatment plant

81

Set radio station for storm information

82

Redo Foothills Boulevard

83

Continue to progressive- Work on fishing lake

84

Gillette golf course expansion and maintenance

85

Curb and sidewalk repairs
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86

Recreation for kids

87

Gillette golf course expansion and maintenance

88

cut spending

89

Enforcement of current city laws such and nuisance and fireworks

90

planting fruit trees

91

any tree planting should be fruit and nut trees

92

Economic development

93

cut spending

94

Extend Sinclair east off Boxelder

95

3rd Street Plaza enhancement

96

Law enforcement at schools and snow removal

97

no tax

98

no tax

99

public transportation

100

I want to know specifically where the money goes

101

Build 2nd floor of library

102

Mental health treatment

103

Economic development

104

non-chemical snow removal

105

Non-chemical snow removal

106

Take better care of landscaping in the community

107

Butler Spaeth extension north to Warlow Drive

108

Economic development

109

Economic development

110

Electronic recycling

111

lower car tags

112

Will you be digging up the same streets/alleys already done?

113

social service agencies

114

Social service agencies

115

Bring business to downtown

116

Tree planting and maintenance

117

Stop buying statues

118

Bring city water south of Antelope Valley

119

Water quality improvement

120

Gillette golf club addition

121

Do not use scario!

122

Cleaning out fishing lake/cat-tails

123

Public free indoor walking

124

Bike Paths

125

Increasing internet service

126

reserve

127

Stop buying art when we have streets with pot holes

128

Street sweepers should come more often

129

Burma overpass

130

Economic development

131

Summer overtime for parks and beautification maintenance

132

Attract new corporations

133

Storm drainage for Iron Horse subdivision

134

Dog park improvement

135

Clean up trash on roadsides

136

Stop wasting money on statues
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137

Mental health

138

Another railroad crossing.

139

Owners of shopping center parking lots should be made to keep them better maintained

140

Hiring more nurses not doctors

141

tree planting

142

Clean up Donkey Creek

143

Museum

144

Law enforcement pay raises

145

Senior center

146

Cleaning up snow after a storm

147

Neighborhood programs

148

Education

149

Weed the parks

150

First responder recruitment

151

Monitor surface water quality

152

Support teachers and education

153

Snow cleanup

154

Better access to Dalby Park from Edwards Road

155

Staffing fire dept and investing in public school programs STEAM

156

Free things for low income families. Safety police, and schools

157

Take care of north Gillette

158

Gillette gold club

159

Help for all treatment providers

160

Mental health services

161

Connect Sinclair street from highway 59 to Garner Lake road

162

Should not have put in median planters- they are a safety hazard

163

Surface water quality monitoring

164

Move Gillette Gun Club farther out into the country. Then open the area for development.

165

snow removal

166

Fire dept funding

167

Plant more trees, please!

168

Complete Sinclair street to Butler Spaeth for emergency services

169

Public health

170

Kluver wetlands

171

New overpass at Butler Spaeth

172

Better school official involvement

173
174

I don't think the fire department should have to fight for funding. The city and county need to
get it figured out.
Complete Sinclair st. to Butler Spaeth

175

Do not fund hospital

176

Plant trees

177

Capital replacement reserves

178

180

3rd Street Plaza has strong possibilities- How about retractable/removable overhead shadecraft and art shows-public dances-cook-offs-petting zoo
No sidewalk for Remington estates to the Little Store, but there's one to Jake's Tavern,
nobody lives along it
Law enforcement equipment should be budgeted line item, not based on optional tax

181

Capital replacement reserves

182

Do something for Campbell County

183

This tax is a luxury tax

184

Clean out waterway at Sage Bluffs Park

185

Clean up donkey creek

179
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186

Pot holes

187

(do NOT fund) ball fields

188

senior center and veterans

189

(Do NOT fund) advertising to promote this tax

190

Do what the people want NOT what you want.

191

"Your speed" digital signs

192

Install fiber optic

193

Indoor sports facility to attract youth tournaments, volleyball, basketball, soccer, lacrosse

194

North Gillette area improvements

195

snow removal

196

Better street patrol. Too many people run red lights.

197

Economic development programs

198

pull weeds in parks

199

Back 9 at country club

200

Get back to what 1% was!

201

Parks in neighborhoods without them!

202
203

Please construct a bridge at Dalby so walkers and bicyclists don't need to walk up on
highway 59 to make the loop. This is very dangerous!
build new Gurley overpass instead of closing it every summer

204

Nothing to private businesses

205

Correct drainage issues on existing walk and bike paths

206

School safety

207

lower utility rates and finish Madison water project

208

Library

209

Fiber Optics

210

(do NOT fund) Its original beautification projects

211

School safety

212

New building for Rockpile Museum

213

Traffic lights at Boxelder and Garner Lake

214

Animal Control

215

No more sports fields

216

Pay the fire department!

217

Pay the fire department give full timers paid college

218

Pay the fire department!! Give full-timers $ for college!!

219

Paid education for full time firefighters

220

Golf Course Expansion

221

Get rid of College athletic programs!

222

Staff the Fire Department

223

Continue sports complex (Field of Dreams)

224

(Do NOT fund) Wasting money on sculptures and/or statues.

225

Put snow plow blades all the way down to the pavement so there is no ice!

226

Communication System

227

Mayor art project (do NOT fund)

228

Behavioral health services/ suicide prevention

229

Suicide Prevention

230

Eliminate Kluver Rd wetland (unhealthy)

231

Dalby needs cleaned out, was supposed to have been done years ago.

232

Doppler Radar

233

Stop wasting money

234

No more sport fields

235

Economic development

236

Lowering water rates
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237

Fire Department Staffing

The following comments were written in response to question sixteen (16), “Please enter
any other comments here,” from respondents who identified as being from Gillette.

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Keep up the good work

9/26/2018 3:34 PM

2

I appreciate the signs around town that show what previous 1% tax programs have built in the past.
I'm okay with 1% if it's not wasted and spent responsibly. Conservatism is always best.

9/26/2018 3:19 PM

3

Thank you for listening to what we want!

9/26/2018 3:05 PM

4

Feel strongly on the past situations at senior center. Why were so many services, people, seniors
and employees dropped? why does the director live out of county? Why is that OK? Its time to put
the seniors and programs first. I'm aware that budget needs to be followed but Rossi should not be
director. The fact that she endorsed Peggy and the poor treatment of seniors and employees is
reason to change the director of the center after losing election to continue to be on the Senior
Board of Directors- Les Haight was back-doored back in?? changes need to be made.

9/26/2018 3:03 PM

5

The county needs to help out more and spend some money on areas that affect all citizens

9/26/2018 2:26 PM

6

We moved here in 1974 and there was no homes or apartments available-thanks to someone we
knew who had bought a house trailer we were able to move into the apartment they left.

9/26/2018 1:59 PM

7

Have a survey on how we think you waste money- This could be a write in on a website to express
this

9/26/2018 12:27 PM

8

Need to get yourselves together- work together for the benefit of Gillette and Campbell County Help everyone

9/26/2018 12:22 PM

9

City and County need to talk together to ensure what this money goes for- you are OUR repskeep
our promises.

9/26/2018 12:19 PM

10

We have lived in Gillette for the past 6 years- I am very impressed with all the amenities that have
been provided by the 1% tax. No other place we have lived has provided or offered so much for
their citizens

9/26/2018 12:02 PM

11

Need to continue the 1% to move forward into the future. Well done on using it to make Gillette
what it is today. Definitely need to continue helping the non profit and social services of Campbell
County.

9/26/2018 11:49 AM

12

In favor of Gillette College technical training. Hands on people are needed!!

9/26/2018 11:46 AM

13

Will vote for 2018 one percent tax

9/26/2018 11:39 AM

14

Stop wasting money on scholarships for the college to bring inner-city gang members to chase a
ball!! The Boxelder extension was a waste of money, you don't maintain the streets we have now!!
And wasting money to pay a sheriff to sit on his ass on Haight road to watch working people and
and city cops driving all day long and wasting gas! Lakeway is so bad why don't you work on that?
Instead of painting lines and the Field of Dreams. What about that. You are like my ex-wife just
spend spend and never think about the s.o.b making the money!! Or that the money will never run
out. You waste all the tax money and then when we do get snow you claim don't have money to
plow snow!! Could have pushed a lot of snow with the money spent on the field of are you crazy!!

9/26/2018 11:35 AM
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15

Please stop spending tax payer money on Gillette College sports. First it was dorms for the athletes
(the other students live here already), then the Pronghorn Center, now a $2 million soccer field.
STOP!! Also, that hideous statue of a naked woman at 4J x Lakeway has got to go.

9/26/2018 11:23 AM

16

I feel the 1% sales tax is spent very wrong

9/26/2018 11:12 AM

17

road maintenance in rural subdivisions; they pay taxes in Campbell county also. Don't spend all the
money in Gillette city limits

9/26/2018 10:45 AM

18

Please, please look into somehow getting our own Doppler Radar. We need it for our own weather
safety.

9/26/2018 10:40 AM

19

Support STEM education in the community. This will help prepare our youth for the most promising
careers.

9/26/2018 10:32 AM

20

1% money should not be used for social service agency funding, those should be funded from the city 9/26/2018 10:28 AM
and county budgets

21

Spend money on areas that benefit large percentage of people

9/26/2018 9:58 AM

22

Appropriate snow plowing is top priority!

9/26/2018 9:46 AM

23

I will be voting yes on 1%!!

9/26/2018 9:19 AM

24

Continued funding of the library

9/25/2018 4:05 PM

25

Streets, capital replacement, utilities should be funded by existing county/city taxes. No concrete on
bike/walking paths

9/25/2018 4:00 PM

26

I will be voting to decline the tax in November. We should have budgets for all these items. The
budget should include improvements, if not, supervision of these budgeted items should be replaced.
If I told my wife of twelve years I was taking five thousand dollars to town to spend it on something
good for the family, she would stop me. Any good spouse would do this. Its not that she does not
trust me, but that telling her "I will spend the money wisely" is not enough. Money like this should be
needed and specifically designated.

9/25/2018 3:48 PM

27

This was kind of a difficult survey to fill out as I realize the 1% tax is a somewhat heated topic right
now. I'm personally not opposed to any of these projects, But I do feel the majority of 1% dollars
should only go to services/projects used by or benefiting the majority of our county's citizens.
(things like roads, law/fire, capital replacement, etc.) I also do not feel county residents should have
to pay for much of the city's utilities ( and I am a city resident). The projects marked "do not fund", I
feel need to either better budget with the money they currently receive, or they need to find
alternative funding sources. A couple of those projects only benefit a small percentage of our
population, in my opinion. I'm also not against the college, but as a former GC employee, I've seen
their waste. They could utilize their funds more wisely. Giving more dollars is not always the correct
solution for overspending or overly-sized budgets. Thank you.

9/25/2018 3:42 PM

28

The "your investment at work, 2014-18" section should be way more specific. It's difficult to determine 9/25/2018 3:32 PM
how to respond when they're so vague. Thanks

29

Continue spring clean-up program every year

30

People are fighting this because of foolish spending. What are the property taxes and city bills paying. 9/25/2018 3:16 PM
Why do you need more.

31

Dust control on unpaved roads! very important!

9/25/2018 3:02 PM

32

Why is college funding on the survey? It was already voted on, I think Penny Power is a great
concept. Then it went sideways, too many hands in the pot. A shooting range! Come on

9/25/2018 2:59 PM

9/25/2018 3:20 PM
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33

The landfill setup needs to be reevaluated . The library needs to continue to receive 1% funding. An
emphasis on maintenance of what we already have would save money versus replanting new tree
and landscaping every year

9/25/2018 2:42 PM

34

Nice job Gillette, we are fortunate

9/25/2018 2:33 PM

35

Planning to vote no on the 1% tax

9/25/2018 1:40 PM

36

I have lived in Gillette fro 42 years and have seen Gillette go from a not very nice place to live to a
beautiful town. Keep up the great work. Continue to have a vision.

9/25/2018 1:38 PM

37

High quality online college degrees are available to anyone on the internet. Communities in
Wyoming should continue to work with UW to bring existing programs to communities around the
state. Too few people live in Wyoming for government to fund full scale community colleges all over
the state

9/25/2018 12:05 PM

38

Newer equipment for mowing public right of ways

9/25/2018 11:41 AM

39

While I think 1% money should be reviewed and scrutinized, I believe we have done a great job
utilizing those funds.

9/25/2018 11:03 AM

40

If the 1% passes all we ask is our local politicians use the money wisely. No more government wast,
do your homework. Thanks

9/25/2018 10:59 AM

41

I do not agree with how these funds are currently managed. Need 100% transparency to the public.
I would like public vote on projects.

9/25/2018 10:52 AM

42

I'm going to vote no on this tax. I do not want it to be a permanent tax. We the people should be able
vote on this every 2 to 4 years.

9/25/2018 10:47 AM

43

These questions are too restrictive to give good answers. Regular tax base should be used for
keeping our community operating not the 1% tax. The 1% should be used to provide for items to give
us new and updated building or infrastructure, but then the regular tax base takes over the operation
and maintenance.

9/25/2018 10:18 AM

44

Don't think whether or not I plan to vote has any bearing on this survey

9/25/2018 10:08 AM

45

Make 1% permanent

9/25/2018 9:46 AM

46

The one percent should be permanent

9/25/2018 9:38 AM

47

I will be voting no on the 1% sales tax

9/25/2018 9:18 AM

48

No more money for Gillette College. The nursing and tech -ed programs are great, but they do not
need more programs and they DO NOT need sports.

9/24/2018 4:48 PM

49

Keep up the good work, present format for spending the 1% works great! Fortner does not
understand that all the smaller projects the 1% supports do not need to be voted on by the public.
Too many projects.

9/24/2018 3:16 PM

50

The Field of Dreams was voted out and still was built. Need to listen to the tax payers. Beautification
of the city is out of control! Vote them out!

9/24/2018 3:02 PM

51

Update fire and safety equipment, roads and maintenance. The Campbell County youth have great
facilities, do something for the folks who have supported the youth- the seniors for a year or two.

9/24/2018 2:55 PM
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52

No more adding to the Field of Dreams! Landfill needs to be closer to town or allow dumping here
and take "bales" out north. Do essentials and stop frivolous spending! Unfortunately, the coal mines
and their monetary help won't be here forever!

9/24/2018 2:51 PM

53

1% tax needs to be voted on once every 4 years! Downtown bathrooms being open only for special
events is not appropriate. Funding social agencies with 1% tax money that already get federal and
state funding is not a priority because they also get donations and fundraising money!

9/24/2018 2:35 PM

54

Penny Power is a good thing if used properly. It needs to be voted on, not made permanent.

9/24/2018 2:30 PM

55

Upgrades for public library-possible new building-equipment

9/24/2018 2:09 PM

56

The one percent tax is not for the college.

9/24/2018 1:39 PM

57

Thank you for the survey and trying to do what the general population wants!

9/24/2018 12:02 PM

58

Always be very clear about how the 1% tax is used. It is a good thing for our community. Use it
carefully.

9/24/2018 11:52 AM

59

Will vote against renewal of 1% tax.

9/24/2018 11:48 AM

60

I totally support the 1% sales tax!

9/24/2018 11:37 AM

61

Local government officials need to run a budget like business, the mines, and a home. Stop giving
money to groups who should be self sufficient

9/24/2018 11:16 AM

62

Develop a plan for funding Gillette College that is independent and sustained without city and county
funding.

9/24/2018 11:08 AM

63

If the city wastes money as they did on Boxelder to fix the curves which are still there this will be the
last time I support this tax!

9/24/2018 11:03 AM

64

Put a stop light at Cam-plex coop intersection instead of 4-way stop. People run through the
intersection all the time

9/24/2018 9:54 AM

65

Stop spending all this money for every city and county employee to have their own vehicle to take
home, lets start sharing like the rest of the world.

9/24/2018 9:23 AM

66

When you build something it doesn't have to be made of gold. Where are the property taxes spent
on- piss off money

9/24/2018 9:18 AM

67

I think you should start collecting taxes that you are not, like people going out of state to buy their
plates for their campers and four wheelers when they are living and working in Gillette, so until this is
done don't think we need this 1% sales tax.

9/24/2018 9:12 AM

68

I believe this tax needs to be more heavily regulated. Several items that are being discussed,
should not even be considered as an option. Wasteful spending and a growing weed of greed within
our county is becoming obvious more and more as time progresses.

9/21/2018 4:13 PM

69

"Penny Power" should only be used for its original purpose. This did not include funds to the "Y.E.S.
House", the "Boys and Girls club", etc.

9/21/2018 4:06 PM

70

As a citizen and tax payer I have always voted yes for the original intent of funding projects for the
community as a whole not social services, parks, roads paths etc or for profit

9/21/2018 3:57 PM

71

Thank you for the opportunity to fill out this survey. As an employee of Gillette College I can affirm
that this funding is very appreciated. We have grown by leaps and bounds and need the funding.

9/21/2018 3:46 PM
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72

City inspectors are a joke. Just because a person can't sue the city, doesn't mean that home buyers
are not counting on you. You caused us a lot of trouble because you didn't do your job.
Sincerely, a former homeowner in the Iron Horse subdivision.

9/21/2018 2:47 PM

73

Thank you! I hope Gillette can keep the 1%!

9/21/2018 2:34 PM

74

Would like to see the Gillette Library expansion plan prioritized and re-look at the previously approved 9/21/2018 2:09 PM
plans.

75

It's tough picking projects, Field of Dreams is overpriced- Splash park/pool is important. Kids first.

9/21/2018 1:48 PM

76

Quit replacing streets and walks that don't really need it. Quit spending money on statues.

9/21/2018 11:54 AM

77

Gillette College needs to refocus sports programs to recruit from local and surrounding states only.
Not from around the world. Then I would be in favor of supporting the college again

9/21/2018 11:50 AM

78

Youth programs, Gillette College and senior citizens' programs, and our public library greatly enhance 9/21/2018 11:46 AM
our community and need to be a priority

79

My thoughts on Gillette: "YES" on the 1% tax. But I would like to see that money spent on safety
(enough art already!). Drivers in this town are getting worse about speeding up at yellow lights, and
speeding through red lights. I have almost been hit several times when I start driving through my
green light. My solution: Put a camera on every stop light in this town, and send a ticket to
everyone who drives through a red light, on purpose or accidentally. We are sick and tired of
barking dogs in our neighborhood. Several of our neighbors leave town for the weekend, and leave
their dogs to go in and out of their doggy doors and sit and bark in the yard all day ( and bark under
our window at 1:00 AM). I have called Animal Control many times. My call is always directed to
police dispatch. They always want my name, and I won't give my name. I drive several city streets
on a regular basis. Many city streets have become parking lots. Why are people allowed to park
their boats and extra cars on residential streets for weeks and weeks? There are enough of the
police force and sheriff's deputies who live in these neighborhoods and see these parked boats and
campers on the streets for weeks on end. They should send the community service officers out and
issue tickets.

9/21/2018 11:30 AM

80

Thanks for asking for our input- this is the first time we have been asked for our input and we have
lived here all our lives

9/21/2018 11:06 AM

81

The city and county do great things with 1% funds. I hope it continues to pass.

9/21/2018 10:32 AM

82

1% should be used for what it was intended for when it started in the 70s.

9/20/2018 2:46 PM

83

Thanks for the survey!

9/20/2018 2:32 PM

84

Better communications between city and county. We're all in this together

9/20/2018 2:01 PM

85

Thank you for putting together this survey

9/20/2018 1:39 PM

86

We should have more treatment at treatment centers. That is one of the ways we can help our young
people in Gillette. If anyone needs treatment they have to go out of town

9/20/2018 12:25 PM

87

I will be voting NO. When we voted it in we didn't have the money for what had to be done. Now they
just want to divert that much money for their pet projects. They no longer know the difference
between a want and a need.

9/20/2018 12:19 PM

88

How many towns have concrete alleys? Gillette does. How many park parking lots are concrete?
McManamen Park does. This seems to be a ridiculous way to spend tax payers' money. Learn to
save money.

9/20/2018 11:57 AM

89

If the college has a mt. retreat for sale I guess that could fund the college and not use our 1 cent tax.
Why do they need a retreat and how has it been funded?

9/20/2018 11:43 AM
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90

DO NOT WASTE MY MONEY.

9/20/2018 10:06 AM

91

Thanks for the survey opportunity

9/20/2018 9:57 AM

92

Hope we can keep the 1% sales tax going. Many improvements have been made over the decades
from having it. We could not sustain our quality of life here without it!

9/19/2018 4:22 PM

93

Kudos to the city for removing the scoria on the roads in a timely manner

9/19/2018 3:52 PM

94

The fire department has been spoiled and over funded for far too long. Make them live within their
means. If more money and time was spent on planning and community development we wouldn't
have far-flung subdivisions that require multiple satellite fire stations. Also, they need to look at
operations. We don't need 4 man trucks responding to every call.

9/19/2018 3:47 PM

95

Seems to me we've become dependent on the 1% tax. It should be a bonus. Our leaders have
become lazy, and now they need to blackmail us so we have to vote for it

9/19/2018 3:31 PM

96

These monies need to be looked at very carefully before they are spent. Upgrades or improvements
to sport complexes and football fields are not a high priority. Things everyone uses daily-watersewer-roads are of greater importance

9/19/2018 2:53 PM

97

Funding Gillette College is essential to diversifying the work force and attracting new
businesses/industries to Campbell County. With the failure of the .25 cent tax, perhaps the 1% needs
to do more.

9/19/2018 2:43 PM

98

This tax is fair and vital and has done wonders for our great community

9/19/2018 2:35 PM

99

Keep up the great work and let's hope that this passes big time!

9/19/2018 2:31 PM

100

I would like to see the monies go to what the people vote on, not what the council decides they want!

9/19/2018 2:10 PM

101

Go Trump

9/19/2018 10:12 AM

102

The city needs to get on board and start funding more emergency services equipment. Quit funding
the college. Quit wasteful spending like the sports complex.

9/19/2018 9:55 AM

103

Its been very disappointing on our maintenance on our parks in the last few years! What a shame to
let our once beautiful parks go!

9/19/2018 9:26 AM

104

Public parks are ignored in areas. Weed control on sidewalks not maintained overall beautification is
well below par!

9/19/2018 9:22 AM

105

I do not support this 1% tax. Never have. We live in the richest county in Wyoming! Our "leaders"
should be able to run their budgets without this extra tax burden on the citizens,guests etc., or get
out! Poor "leadership"! My vote is, again, NO!

9/19/2018 9:14 AM

106

I think our priorities need to shift to more family values, moral elevation, and contentment with what
we as a county have been blessed with. Way too much over-indulgence!

9/18/2018 4:24 PM

107

Great tool for local governments- please continue to use

9/18/2018 1:56 PM

108

Born in Gillette and raised in the county; remember when highway 14-16 only paved street in the
county; penny power has grown Gillette to what it is in 2018 (compared to 1918)

9/18/2018 11:42 AM

109

Really really sick of the overpass on Gurley being unusable 4 months out of the year! We moved to
Gillette in 1981, and no improvements have been made since then- over 37 years! Population is
way higher since then. We need an additional way to get from north to south side of town.

9/18/2018 11:14 AM
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110

When will Gurley overpass be totally done? Having to cross at Brooks can be a pain. Having to wait
on a train or go further down to cross takes time. Will there be another overpass crossing in the
future?

9/18/2018 11:01 AM

111

I don't care what those opposed to this tax say, I want the extra money raised to go to Gillette
College, social service agencies, senior center, veterans services. These are so important to me and
something that makes this community special

9/18/2018 10:56 AM

112

Do not even attempt to make the 1% permanent again!!

9/18/2018 10:47 AM

113

The city and county have got to quit wasting money on statues and unnecessary ball fields and other
stupid stuff and spend it on job productions etc.

9/18/2018 10:40 AM

114

The 1% sales tax is a no-brainer.

9/18/2018 10:15 AM

115

Stop wasting money on making curved streets less curved. What a waste that was.

9/18/2018 10:00 AM

116

I think you do a great job with the 1% taxes. I like that everyone pays the tax. You have my support.

9/18/2018 9:57 AM

117

I think good use has been made of the 1% tax in the past and trust those charged with the
responsibility to make good use of it in the future

9/18/2018 9:26 AM

118

While we are experiencing lean economic times we should prioritize maintaining all current facilities
rather than building more.

9/17/2018 4:23 PM

119

In lean economic times we should be focused on maintaining all of our current facilities and
landscaping instead of building new projects.

9/17/2018 4:20 PM

120

Traffic lights on Boxelder and 59 could be better so people don't have to run them. More patrol cars
(Kluver etc...). A lot of traffic violations here in Gillette.

9/17/2018 4:17 PM

121

Rewrite the tax to cover other things besides roads,sewer, and water. After the college 1/4% tax
failed, you granted the college $500,000 of penny tax. VERY unjustified grant!

9/17/2018 4:12 PM

122

I am thankful for the snow removal of our walking paths. I would like to see more enforcement of our
city ordinances of sidewalk snow removal. I would encourage us to not allow the confederate flag to
be displayed in our veteran's day parade or any city/county sponsored events.

9/17/2018 4:05 PM

123

I love living in Gillette! Thanks for all the great things we have: public library, bike paths, parks, Camplex, garbage pick-up, etc.

9/17/2018 3:42 PM

124

I think the city of Gillette should spend as much money on how we smell as they spend on how we
look! I find it hard to believe no one has complained of the smell on warm summer evenings,
especially with all the events at Cam-plex and even the useless Field of Dreams (but then again it
only gets used twice a year)! It is time to move the waste water plant farther away from our growing
city or at the very least figure out how to remove the horrid smell.

9/17/2018 3:39 PM

125

I feel we have a beautiful city. We have worked hard to be where and what Gillette is today.
unfortunately our sewer treatment plant is in need of upgrade or whatever? To live in a beautiful city,
have all the events at the Camplex, and several subdivisions smell that horrible smell daily is
disgusting.

9/17/2018 3:22 PM

126

Stop giving money to everyone with their hand out, its for infrastructure

9/17/2018 3:17 PM

127

57+ years in Campbell County

9/17/2018 3:13 PM

128

I would like to keep voting on it and not just have it as a tax. And use it for good! Thank you for the
survey!

9/17/2018 3:11 PM
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129

Vote "yes" for 1% tax!

9/17/2018 2:49 PM

130

Just curious what other means supply funds for your budget? What percent of budget does 1%
provide?

9/17/2018 2:41 PM

131

Use the 1% tax for our infrastructure first. Roads, sewer, water, etc. If there is money left, use for
other stuff. I don't want our taxes going up because of frivolous spending.

9/17/2018 2:36 PM

132

I think 1% has done great things for Gillette, but I don't like being told water and sewer rates are
going up because of more costs and needed improvements. This is what tax was for, keep making
improvements as needed don't waste money on moving curve on Boxelder. Notice the curve is still
there.

9/17/2018 2:32 PM

133

Stop the waste! Get rid of Carter and her Bernie Sanders ideations. No more wasting our money on
stuff like Field of Dreams-what a waste-ridiculous.

9/17/2018 2:26 PM

134

This must pass- so many communities struggle because they do not tax themselves to go forward.
We have come so far with our support of the 1%-No permanent- ITS GOTTA PASS

9/17/2018 2:10 PM

135

I am not voting for the tax because it has lost its purpose. We need to go back to streets and water

9/17/2018 1:40 PM

136

Save money for less bountiful years that we know we will have in the future!!

9/17/2018 12:31 PM

137

Fund only things we need, not things you think we want

9/17/2018 12:05 PM

138

We need new management

9/17/2018 12:03 PM

139

I see a need for the 1% tax however I feel its use has been and is being redirected from its original
purpose. When our coal mines close and I assure you they will we won't be able to support those
capital projects you build.

9/17/2018 11:51 AM

140

What is this gender identity crap

9/17/2018 11:38 AM

141

You should be ashamed of how you've wasted hard working people's money. I will be voting against
all incumbents this fall.

9/17/2018 11:34 AM

142

I'd like the 1% tax repealed or voted out. Projects can be funded by the general budget or the 1%
made permanent.

9/17/2018 11:31 AM

143

Spring cleanup should return to pickup in each neighborhood. Not everyone can get their stuff/trash
to a pickup location.

9/17/2018 11:28 AM

144

Spring cleanup should be returned to neighborhood pickup. Too many people are unable to drive
items to a central location.

9/17/2018 11:25 AM

145

I will vote to retain the 1% tax

9/12/2018 11:14 AM

146

Minimize Gillette athletic scholarships

9/12/2018 11:09 AM

147

For all- needs better transparency- budget- communication on everything, accountability, better
quality control.

9/12/2018 10:58 AM

148

I don't think we need any new taxes, the budget should be funded with what we have or cut the
budget. Any new trees planted should be fruit or nut trees. Public could harvest the fruit and squirrels
and birds would have food also.

9/12/2018 10:54 AM

149

City and law enforcement should take a more zero tolerance policy towards code compliance and
fireworks

9/12/2018 10:45 AM
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150

I will vote no on 1 cent sales tax because I don't think it should go to outside social service agency.
That's not tax money. Thank you.

9/12/2018 10:43 AM

151

The health and well being of the residents should be first, infrastructure second.

9/12/2018 10:41 AM

152

I HATE the Field of Dreams, don't you dare put a pool there.

9/12/2018 10:37 AM

153

What we have is nice- keep it that way

9/12/2018 10:35 AM

154

The optional 1% tax has certainly helped over the years. Wyoming needs to get its head out of the
sand and look at lodging taxes and use taxes that tourists and visitors pay the majority of.

9/12/2018 10:33 AM

155

The optional 1% tax has and is used appropriately

9/12/2018 10:30 AM

156

It was a slap in the face to voters when the city and county funded the Gillette College. Gillette
9/12/2018 10:25 AM
College is large enough to become their own college district and then be funded by mill levies, not our
1% tax money

157

Please don't create more medians or speed-reduction structures in the streets. They are traffic
hazards, cost money to maintain and build, and are in the way when it is time to plow snow!

9/12/2018 9:58 AM

158

Keep the 1% voter optional and I will vote for it! If you make it permanent I will do my part to see the
supporters/promoters voted out of office!

9/12/2018 9:41 AM

159

Increase interest in recycling paper etc.

9/12/2018 9:38 AM

160

I'm a proponent- and always have been of this tax. It's fair. It's shared. And as far as I can tell has
been utilized wisely, benefiting us all. Thanks.

9/12/2018 9:19 AM

161

Who is running the city and county? Commissioners are not doing a very good job- will not vote to re- 9/11/2018 4:41 PM
elect the 3 who are running

162

Stop funding items that voted no to build. Stop wasting money on wants concentrate on needs only

9/11/2018 4:37 PM

163

The 1% funds should be used to offset the loss in Capital Construction Funding. I.e. library, museum,
visitor's center, and road and bridge complex as well as Gillette College

9/11/2018 4:20 PM

164

I think the fire department has got to the point that the hospital should be funding all the calls the FD
attends. Or have the hospital EMS hire more people!

9/11/2018 4:11 PM

165

Why does it cost over $600 to fly round trip Gillette to Denver while it only costs about $500 to fly
round trip Gillette to Austin? I thought airlines were being subsidized to keep air fairs lower.

9/11/2018 4:06 PM

166

Please stop the identity politics!

9/11/2018 4:02 PM

167

I feel the 1% does a lot of good for the county but the city and county need to learn to live within their
means, not just run to set up a capital facilities tax whenever they want. I am opposed to making it
permanent! Please stop funding Campbell County Economic Development corp. Just a waste. The
25 million for the Field of Dreams should have went for the water system.

9/11/2018 3:41 PM

168

Please do everything you/we can to pass the 1% sales tax and continue to abide by the majority of us 9/11/2018 3:08 PM
taxpayers' concerns. Thank you!

169

Education is important but when the commissioner funds things like rodeo barn only for college,
and a special $2,000,000 soccer field when there is one across the street. What a waste of money.
You could have given 100 full time scholarships for 4 years with that kind of money.
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9/11/2018 3:01 PM

170

I do understand this is not a city or county problem/issue. But I wish the owners of parking lots around 9/11/2018 2:56 PM
the city would be made responsible for making improvements!! They need to be held accountable.
Pot holes are a huge problem! It's hard on vehicles. I think they should be fined!

171

Keep 1% funding

9/11/2018 1:28 PM

172

Please keep the 1% optional tax optional so the residents have the opportunity to vote on it. I would
like to see spending cuts and funds put into reserves.

9/11/2018 1:22 PM

173

I think that the tax should remain optional and should be used as originally intended, not on social
programs.

9/11/2018 1:19 PM

174

Current method of 1% spending is very good!

9/11/2018 12:46 PM

175

Utilities continue to go up but my wages have not changed in 5 years. Maybe we need to make sure
the city can support itself before it runs people like myself off because it gets expensive to live here.
Maybe skip remodeling buildings every 5 years.

9/11/2018 12:15 PM

176

Continue non profit funding

9/11/2018 11:13 AM

177

Cutting government employees/benefits should be done rather than more taxes. Let's vote on what
we should pay for the "services" we get from the city/employees!

9/11/2018 10:59 AM

178

I believe we have a well run city. It is a great place to live for people of all ages.

9/11/2018 10:53 AM

179

I think Gillette and Campbell County is a great place to live.

9/11/2018 10:50 AM

180

We need to think functional and long term instead of short term and artistic. Improvements should
be well thought out prior to spending money. For example if you are replacing a water lineupgrade
the sewer, power lines etc. in that area too.

9/11/2018 10:28 AM

181

Am amazed at your parks and statues. It shows you have pride and taste! I moved here to retire and
be near my children and their families. Formerly lived in California, Oregon, and Nevada.

9/11/2018 10:24 AM

182

Fix the management issue with the fire board or we will never see the quality of department leader
our community deserves.

9/11/2018 10:11 AM

183

Thank you for the opportunity to give input. I support the 1% tax, it has been used for many excellent
projects in the past.

9/11/2018 10:01 AM

184

I'm glad you mentioned that about twenty percent of the one percent sales tax is paid by people that
don't live here. I think many people may realize that and it rarely gets mentioned. Education is our
future and Gillette College is very important. I'm also a recently retired self-employed businessman
whose wife was very active in the chamber for years.

9/11/2018 9:58 AM

185

Don't threaten citizens with massive rate increases if tax fails. Keep on ballot. Gillette College must
realize funding isn't a right. Would have voted for 1/4 tax but no direction for how money would be
spent.

9/11/2018 9:51 AM

186

The 1% is very important for everyone. If it is voted down it will hurt everyone one way or another.
The higher utilities will be passed on to consumers.

9/11/2018 9:41 AM

187

I have noticed lately a lot of trees have been dug up. Why plant the beautification and a few years
later tear it up. Beautification doesn't help existence of residents. Why add more parks they have to
be maintained which isn't without cost

9/11/2018 9:38 AM

188

I would like to see funds go to kids who want to attend college but can't attend it. They are our future.

9/5/2018 4:36 PM
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189

The 1% is vital. I have no complaints about how it has been or is being spent. Keep up all the great
work.

9/5/2018 4:33 PM

190

Thank you for the opportunity to do this survey

9/5/2018 4:28 PM

191

Really!!! What gender do you identify as? God made man and woman to be man and woman!

9/5/2018 4:26 PM

192

There is absolutely no question that it is necessary for us to tighten our belts and eliminate wasteful
spending. The Field of Dreams is the most dramatic proof of wasteful spending!

9/5/2018 4:09 PM

193

I believe there needs to be more training given to our first responders on how to deal with members
of our community that have dementia and Alzheimer.

9/5/2018 3:58 PM

194

The one percent tax was originally designed for infrastructure. The economic "development" and
social services are not government's duties. Nor is buying kids uniforms or building ball fields.

9/5/2018 3:48 PM

195

Need more shopping options- clothes, grocery stores. Need things to do for entertainment.

9/5/2018 3:38 PM

196

I spend a lot of time walking around the city. The same streets get torn up year after year.
Coordinate your street improvement/utilities/sewers and only tear streets up once- do not cut and
patch a new street. Also have companies clean up after themselves!

9/5/2018 3:34 PM

197

I do not support another tax increase.

9/5/2018 3:28 PM

198

Go Trump 2020

9/5/2018 3:14 PM

199

Not voting for 1% tax due to money wasted on past projects.

9/5/2018 3:07 PM

200

Thank you

9/5/2018 2:39 PM

201

There are other needs besides sports. #1 - keeping utilities cost as low as possible- tough for fixed
income to pay

9/5/2018 2:28 PM

202

Love this community- hate that the cops can kill people and get away with it. Need more for kids.

9/5/2018 2:10 PM

203

Quit trying to build something you cannot maintain, go out and ask the coal mines for their 5 year
budgets. The mines production is falling off big time. We need to prioritize how to maintain what we
have over the next 5 years or it is going to turn into a ghost town. Belair and Eagle Butte were
given to the new owners, does this not send a strong message? The coal mines are not worth the
liability of cleaning up the shutdown mine site. You will see 2 more mines "idle" by the first of 2019.
We need to run it like a business, only spend less than you make. The tax base is going to be cut in
half. This is going to look worse than the late 1980's in 5 years.

9/5/2018 11:59 AM

204

First I believe you know best where to spend the money, you can't please everyone. Second I have
lived in Gillette for 37 years, but I have been coming to Gillette since 1951 from Sheridan. I have
seen Gillette grow from 2,500 people to 30,000. I used to think Gillette and Rock Springs were the
two worst towns in Wyoming, now I feel it is the best. Part of that improvement is the 1% tax.

9/5/2018 11:51 AM
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205

Overall, i think we have a great community and the are has come a long way. The area citizens are
well cared for- we have more free services provided than others. Most towns or counties charge
fees or assess big fines for things like illegal parking or dumping, parks reservations, yard waste
drop off site, Donkey Creek festival, Drive and Drop, rabies/neuter clinics, low to no cost care of
street trees, lots of parks and sporting events and facilities. I often hear people complain about
these things and stop to think- "Any other place would charge big money for these things" or "In
Othercity,USA, Joe Citizen would be volunteering time and money to have these events held here."
I support the 1% tax fully. It does a lot of great things. The recent debates have been ridiculous but
GOOD for having transparency and accountability. The area could do a better job of bringing more
shopping and retail stores (besides home improvement stores), concerts and events (besides
rodeos/trade shows/fireworks or RV Rally). We should keep bringing those events to town, just try
to add to and diversify them. The citizens are amazing too. We are a community that comes
together during the hard times and would help anyone in need. Most do the right thing for the right
reason. Some could learn to take care of the great tings offered and it forward.

9/5/2018 11:03 AM

206

Quit forcing the community to things that they don't want i.e. extra taxes, Field of Dreams, raising
prices at the Camplex. We can only afford so much, especially the seniors.

9/5/2018 10:42 AM

207

I will be voting for the 1% tax this fall!

9/5/2018 10:18 AM

208

Stop wasting taxpayer money use 1 percent as it was first voted in as.

9/5/2018 10:04 AM

209

I enjoy the added entertainment/festivals/shows. I would like to see more diverse local businesses to
contribute to the economy- we depend too heavily on minerals.

9/5/2018 9:59 AM

210

You need to keep the drains clear of ice and snow that drain the streets into the drainage ditch that
runs thru Sunflower Park. This is a priority. Water stands everywhere.

9/5/2018 9:55 AM

211

More business to contribute to the local economy is needed. We also need a variety of specialists in
the medical fields.

9/5/2018 9:44 AM

212

Please stop funding Women's Health Services- they promote abortion. Thanks to public servants for
all that they do!

9/5/2018 9:23 AM

213

I have absolutely no complaints about how this tax is being spent. I would vote to make this tax
permanent. Wonderful things have been and are being done with this money. I also don't believe
that the general public needs to vote on every project, etc. Our elected officials are voted in to make
decisions such as these. Keep up the good work!

9/5/2018 9:20 AM

214

Get the career politicians out, drain the swamp, get new leadership in place.

9/5/2018 9:13 AM

215

Why did you spend money to reduce the curve on Boxelder? Not needed.

9/4/2018 4:18 PM

216

1% tax is a great addition to Campbell county and Gillette

9/4/2018 4:02 PM

217

No sales tax!

9/4/2018 3:47 PM

218

There are projects in the works that should be budget and not 1%- reign in retirement benefits- no
private industry is as high as the city and county and school

9/4/2018 3:44 PM

219

I will vote for the 1%. Our community needs this revenue to maintain our current level of service!

9/4/2018 2:32 PM

220

This city needs to learn how to spend other people's money! When we vote the college 1/4% down
that means no money for the college!

9/4/2018 2:30 PM

221

We will be voting no on the 1%, I would say the deciding factor was after we voted no on the college
tax the mayor threw it in our face and gave the college money anyways.

9/4/2018 2:23 PM
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222

We have and have had a good blend of projects for the 1%. My top priority is for helping social
service agencies and youth programs. School safety should be funded by fed, state, and school
district.

9/4/2018 2:01 PM

223

You are trying to spend this money too far- remember what it was approved for the 1st time.

9/4/2018 1:55 PM

224

Thank you for all your service to this county! A thankless job at times but so necessary.

9/4/2018 1:46 PM

225

Getting tired of the lies fed to the populace by our closed minded elected officials!

9/4/2018 1:38 PM

226

Tired of paying for sports crap, and Camplex when they can't even get any decent concerts! Fair was
a JOKE!

9/4/2018 12:02 PM

227

I feel like this tax should be used mostly on infrastructure. Donkey Creek fest., Boys and Girls club
and Y.E.S house are not appropriate recipients of this tax. Neither is putting armed cops/security in
our schools.

9/4/2018 11:39 AM

228

Gillette have definitely come a long way since 1974 when we moved here.

9/4/2018 11:35 AM

229

Don't mind improvements, but we always seem to go over the top with it. Good old days are gone!

9/4/2018 11:12 AM

230

I believe the public spoke about funding the college at the last election. Help with more programs for
the poor,elderly and vets. Not all of us make big bucks.

9/4/2018 11:03 AM

231

The skate park is loud and people are staying throughout the night. It needs to be patrolled more.

9/4/2018 10:59 AM

232

The skate park needs fenced and locked during hours not in use.

9/4/2018 10:57 AM

233

No more taxes please

9/4/2018 10:52 AM

234

I see a lot of water waste. Sprinklers run continuously and when we have large storms. They should
be managed better.

9/4/2018 10:50 AM

235

I pay 25% tax out of my pay. Property tax, sales tax. Don't need more tax

9/4/2018 10:48 AM

236

Snow removal in all areas!

9/4/2018 10:39 AM

237

Enough with sports teams. Fix the Gurley overpass or tear it down! Enough with stupid bike paths!!

9/4/2018 10:03 AM

238

I believe our politicians have wasted enough money. We don't need more tax. Example, Field of
Dreams, Camplex, Etc. Westwood. If your too lazy to study, flunk

9/4/2018 9:20 AM

239

Let's not fund pay for upkeep on things that aren't used (Field of Dreams). Total waste of taxpayer
dollars! We have to pay taxes to upkeep and it's not being used. Things like that need to be on the
ballot.

8/31/2018 4:23 PM

240

Recycling bins should be put out at businesses again. Free recycling should be reinstated for
curbside pickup. Also, the yearly cleanup should return to the residences.

8/31/2018 3:48 PM

241

No new tax

8/31/2018 3:26 PM

242

1% money should be spent on projects that all citizens utilize or enjoy, not small groups of people.

8/31/2018 3:19 PM

243

Love Gillette and Campbell County

8/31/2018 3:06 PM

244

What about Gillette, what happened to Flight zone we need somewhere to play

8/31/2018 3:02 PM

245

Get back to what it was originally set for.

8/31/2018 2:43 PM
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246

The college should stand on its own. All I see is wasted money one people not from here that
contribute to crime. How much was spent on the field of dreams? I think too much of this money gets
wasted on frivolous crap, meanwhile our streets and highways are a joke.

8/31/2018 2:37 PM

247

For the size of community, the city and county should be able to work together.

8/31/2018 2:24 PM

248

I like the 1% tax, but it need to be voted upon periodically. I fear if it were made permanent that it
would be abused. Voting for/against it provides accountability for how it is used.

8/31/2018 2:14 PM

249

Gillette needs to quit taxing- a taxed society is okay but not an overtaxed. We have a lot here.

8/31/2018 1:56 PM

250

Overall good job with our resources. The college is very important. Fire department and law
8/31/2018 11:55 AM
enforcement are great- keep them that way. Camplex is amazing and a great asset to the community!

251

This is a fair tax. Kudos to all of the entities for keeping the public informed on where the money goes 8/31/2018 11:51 AM

252

Stop hiring out of town contractors to do these projects. We are currently dealing w/ Simon
construction on Tonk, Laurel, Timothy streets. They are slow, unorganized and do not make work in
front of resident's homes their priority!

8/31/2018 11:42 AM

253

City and county waste most of the 1% money. I will vote against it also property and vehicle
registration are too high

8/31/2018 11:20 AM

254

I'm not against the things I don't think should be funded by tax dollars, I just don't think it is the
government's place to fund some of these things (and/or a priority)

8/31/2018 10:36 AM

255

Should not be done by a survey, it should be done by the voters! Streets, water, sewer only that's
what the tax is for. If not for that vote no on the tax.

8/31/2018 10:18 AM

256

Thank you for sending out these surveys, I hope this information is collectively put to good use!

8/31/2018 10:15 AM

257

No 1% tax. You guys need to earn it. we the people are the boss, you guys have forgotten that

8/31/2018 10:05 AM

258

Overall city and county do a great job! Rockpile does a fabulous job with kid programs, as does the
library. Art center is awful- I don't see advertised programs and all their stuff is very expensive. It
should be more for average families.

8/31/2018 9:57 AM

259

I believe with tuition the college can better allocate their funds to better support itself without
government assistance

8/31/2018 9:49 AM

260

The 1% tax is a great thing!

8/31/2018 9:43 AM

261

The college needs to bring in and recruit athletes for Wyoming and surrounding states rather than
athletes clear across the country.

8/31/2018 9:38 AM

262

Address Wyoming's high suicide rate and causes.

8/31/2018 9:22 AM

263

No more extra funding for the college

8/30/2018 4:51 PM

264

1% should be used for special projects, not maintenance or creating infrastructure that then depends
on it for maintenance.

8/30/2018 4:45 PM

265

I am 100% for the 1%! I campaign for it every chance I get.

8/30/2018 4:34 PM

266

County and city both need to stay within budget

8/30/2018 4:31 PM

267

Prioritize long term planning in the form of belt loop and road upgrades

8/30/2018 4:27 PM
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268

There is no need for the "about you" section. All of us pay our taxes no matter what age, gender, or
marital status we have. None of your business!

8/30/2018 4:06 PM

269

We need to attract new corporations to our community to diversify our work force. We are too
dependent on coal.

8/30/2018 3:54 PM

270

Gillette needs to be a place for millennials to want to come home to/ raise a family. Outdoor
activities really help. (I am a baby boomer but see the excitement in a beautiful outdoor community.)

8/30/2018 3:51 PM

271

Maintaining infrastructure on a scheduled maintenance program will help costly emergency repairs,
I.E. water main breaks. This will make the best use of dollars allocated to infrastructure.

8/30/2018 2:34 PM

272

Thank you for reinvesting my tax dollars, I don't mind at the end of the day where the money goes,
just not the college (unless you separate it from Sheridan).

8/30/2018 2:06 PM

273

Money should be spent on needs (fire department and law enforcement equipment) not wants.

8/30/2018 11:56 AM

274

You don't maintain grass along the 3 most visible roads in town. Prioritize these. Stop making parks.
You don't/can't maintain what you have. You don't plant more trees until you can maintain what we
have. Quit putting more mulch up to the base of trees.

8/30/2018 11:09 AM

275

It is difficult to prioritize needs and wants sometimes. Basic infrastructure should be priority and
government responsibility, including safety, police and fire, public education. Social services,
activities, beautification, youth, elder and the many other programs that contribute to a "happy"
community so there is something for all is key to a thriving community. It enhances the business
community and growth.

8/30/2018 11:03 AM

276

I live in Gillette now but I have lived in Wright. That's why I filled out that section. Please make all
businesses and commercial areas pave and maintain their driveways and parking lots!

8/30/2018 10:57 AM

277

Who in the world wrote "what gender do you identify as"? That is exactly why I am voting for a new
representative after this election!

8/30/2018 10:52 AM

278

Stick to basic services. Quit funding everyone with their hand out.

8/30/2018 10:49 AM

279

Voting no on sales tax

8/30/2018 10:44 AM

280

Gillette needs to prioritize funding. Why do we have fancy park in cemetery of all places when we
need fire engines, school buses and more nurses.

8/30/2018 10:22 AM

281

Try to keep the "Liberal Bullshit" out of our government please!

8/30/2018 10:01 AM

282

Beautification on Islands is a joke don't fund

8/30/2018 9:44 AM

283

Take care of and repair existing bike paths. Boxelder oit to Camplex. Maintaining infrastructure
should be funded by main budget not 1%.

8/30/2018 9:34 AM

284

If additional revenue is required to take care of existing infrastructure, take care of people or replace
equipment, then raise the taxes. Nothing is free, just be ready to explain why! Quit using the 1% to
subsidize normal O and M expenses please!

8/30/2018 9:30 AM

285

The money spent on pushing this tax through could have been used for better projects.

8/29/2018 4:09 PM

286

Use my taxpayer dollars wisely!

8/29/2018 3:55 PM

287

None of these projects should be funded by additional taxes as they are all provided for in other
budgets. In my opinion, the 1% tax allows our public entities to be careless w/ budgets and still have
a backup cushion.

8/29/2018 3:49 PM
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288

The walking path through sunflower park extending to 4-J and also to Walmart the weeds get
horrible- when it finally gets mowed there is grass everywhere. Also the sprinklers water more of the
street than anything - especially after it rains. Residents are supposed to conserve water by only
watering the grass- Shouldn't the city be held accountable as well for that?

8/29/2018 3:43 PM

289

When the 1% tax started it was to be used for special projects, now most of the suggestions are
pointed at using the money to pad other budgets. Maintenance, items, substance abuse, law
enforcement and fire department should be funded and budgeted the old fashioned way. Capital
replacement reserve is a black hole!

8/29/2018 3:38 PM

290

The majority of the projects in this survey are luxuries thought to be necessities and should not be
funded at all.

8/29/2018 3:31 PM

291

The dirt roads in the county need to be plowed in the winter! Bring back the free scoria if we haul it!
How about walking paths on American Road! We pay our taxes but get none of the benefits! Don't
count your chickens before it is voted on!

8/29/2018 3:16 PM

292

With all the debate on the 1%, it is time to revisit how it should work. It seems to gotten a bit out of
hand since its original inception. I believe that it should remain optional not permanent.

8/29/2018 3:13 PM

293

In these uncertain times I feel that the focus should be on the basics. Keep our belt light and when
the outlook is better low priority projects can be funded.

8/29/2018 3:08 PM

294

Many of these social programs should be self-sustaining, as should the college

8/29/2018 2:35 PM

295

Vote yes to 1%

8/29/2018 2:27 PM

296

I believe the fire department needs better management of their resources. They need to log and
report to the fire board all of the mileage on the vehicles- including driving the large trucks around
town for errands. How much mileage is fighting fires and how much is wanted mileage!

8/29/2018 1:47 PM

297

The 1% should be used for special purposes. Most of the above categories are general services
provided by the city and county. The elected officials have the most information about the city and
county. I elect them to make those decisions.

8/29/2018 1:36 PM

298

It is difficult to rank the projects. Many of these categories are normal duties of the city or county. In
my opinion, the city and county do a good job of determining priorities. The 1% should be for
special purposes.

8/29/2018 12:27 PM

299

Please remember that this money is a gift form the voters and use it wisely. The city and county
should have the fiscal maturity and wisdom to have basic fees and services cover our road and
sewers. If they do not the gift will disappear.

8/29/2018 12:12 PM

300

Not really informed about the needs of Wright since I live in Gillette. Also high priority, veterans,
senior citizens, drug addicts, none have money for programs more help is needed.

8/29/2018 11:39 AM

301

County has long winters and employees that work all hours of day and night. Good snow removal is
vital to people being able to get to work. Gillette has always been good with this. Keep it up!

8/29/2018 10:40 AM

302

While I would like to see money go to Gillette College it would not impact their bottom line. When
budgets are done, money Gillette College receives is deducted, so the college ends up with no more
money than they started with.

8/29/2018 10:19 AM

303

Do not try to make this tax permanent- that will only turn people off.

8/28/2018 2:48 PM

304

Use your brains. Cannot fund everything- no pet projects.

8/28/2018 1:31 PM

305

DO NOT FUND GILLETTE COLLEGE WITH TAXPAYER'S MONEY!! Let taxpayers vote on what to
use 1% tax for, then LISTEN to what they say!! We don't want our money spent willy nilly!

8/28/2018 1:12 PM
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306

Keep up the good work.

8/28/2018 11:58 AM

307

CC need to remember how to get back to basics. When did the County Fair budget reach $500,000
for 1 week? Why are my tax dollars sending a sports team to Las Vegas? Do we need
statues/artwork?

8/28/2018 11:45 AM

308

Our pennies have enhanced our lives for many years! I can't imagine our quality of life without it.

8/28/2018 11:30 AM

309

There are a lot of overlapping services that could be combined such as Primrose included in Sr.
Center activities. Coordinate their buses to events.

8/28/2018 11:11 AM

310

Money spent at county colleges programs should be job related not athletics

8/28/2018 11:08 AM

311

I am divorced but living w/ sig. other. I support 1% and spending money on our community- people
first/ social service and safety etc. also keeping our community beautiful- all of it is a priority.

8/28/2018 10:56 AM

312

Youth programs and equipment sounds sports-oriented. I hope equal funding consideration is
provided for youth arts, music, and STEM programming.

8/28/2018 10:52 AM

313

The one cent money was to be used for these related items: streets, upgrade Gillette tree etc. and
water for Gillette. This hasn't been done for 36 years.

8/28/2018 10:50 AM

314

I am retired and on a fixed income. I have downsized all I possibly can. People are still raising prices.
Can't afford any more coming out of a fixed income.

8/28/2018 10:45 AM

315

No more liberal BS. Fix roads and streets before anything else. Bike paths are great for parents and
kids, however bicyclists insist on riding on streets and do not obey traffic laws, so why build more?

8/28/2018 10:43 AM

316

Support the youth. Give them clean,healthy fun activities for all ages and interest levels. Support their 8/28/2018 10:38 AM
need when in need or "at-risk", behavior issues in and out of school. mental health and drug court.

317

Road maintenance in the winter time is an expensive cost to all who live here. Whatever you are
using is effecting my vehicle and the area around my home.

318

We trust the county, not the city. City uses 1% for projects and builds up general fund for projects that 8/28/2018 9:43 AM
we can't vote on such as field of dreams and water park and city west BS!

319

Better fiscal management by our city and county would likely remove the need for the penny tax
altogether. Our budgets (county and city both) exceed those of cities and counties in the region with
near double our population. Why is that?

8/28/2018 9:37 AM

320

The response time of the Fire Dept is SO long. Especially to areas just outside of town. Wrangler
Estates, Force road, Oriva Hills. We need more full time fire responders.

8/28/2018 9:32 AM

321

Please pay attention to drainage problems in Gillette. Homes in my neighborhood are destroyed and
our home values are garbage. Also, city/county beautification is important.

8/28/2018 9:22 AM

322

I often hear about how hard it it for bigger stores and companies to locate to Gillette because the
city makes it really hard for them, where it is easier to start a business in Casper, Cheyenne, Rapid,
or anywhere else. People who have businesses here and in other locations (franchises) always say
it was way more difficult in Gillette because the city makes it hard.

8/27/2018 4:24 PM

323

Our area has not been mindful of the needs of the residents of Gillette/Campbell County. Our
8/27/2018 3:53 PM
healthcare is horrendous so people are once again leaving for care. Big hospital with shameful record
of care.

324

The 1% sales tax would help a lot if put to use right.

8/28/2018 10:14 AM

8/27/2018 3:41 PM
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325

Appreciate the decisions you have to make, all the time and effort given to our community!

8/27/2018 3:38 PM

326

Fix or pave Clarkellen road on the south end. It's a main route for oil field traffic.

8/27/2018 2:31 PM

327

It's all ok to look pretty, but priorities are to help roads, subdivision (yeah right). How much goes to
Field of (broke) I mean Dreams

8/27/2018 2:25 PM

328

County did not put relief pipes in Hannum north of Northern drive. All the water drains down and
washes out driveway.

8/27/2018 2:00 PM

329

County and/or city projects put out fir bid should complete the project within the time and cost of the
bid. Seems like all projects exceed the bid and time to be completed. Inferior work should not be
rewarded with additional bids!

8/27/2018 1:49 PM

330

Love the 1%. You should point out to voters that if we don't have the 1% we will have to have the
state reissue a tax on food and medicine. We are so blessed to live in Wyoming- The balance of
funding you choose is very appropriate.

8/27/2018 1:44 PM

331

Please consider a bike path along 14-16 to connect to the one that goes by Camplex down garner
lake road also up to collins height area. A lot of children and adults in collins heights would welcome
a bike and walking path.

8/27/2018 12:27 PM

332

Voted for original tax, have voted against each time since because social service grants, operating
costs, travel expenses all look like optimal expense (slush fund) to me. Would willingly fund online
approval, disapproval of these capricious expenditures. Tax revenue has been used very
capriciously in a slush fund manner to fund favorite activities and charitable contributions of elected
people, i.e. contributions to travel for students, contest winners, sports participants, operations of
social service groups and organizations which should each be approved by a separate vote of
voters and not by the whim of the media, or elected office holders. I will NOT vote for tax again as
long as there is any capriciously approved expenditures for any activities.

8/27/2018 12:24 PM

333

Priorities above all else visitor center and museum. Put visitors center, museum, and game warden
all in one spot!

8/27/2018 11:59 AM

334

It concerns me when I hear about things being for the county and not the city of Gillette. The city is
actually in the county.

8/27/2018 11:43 AM

335

We first came here in 1968; moved to Sundance in 1999 and then moved back 3 years ago. My wife
just passed away in Feb. 2018

8/27/2018 11:41 AM

336

The Field of Dreams-what a joke. Not too many use it, but some people got rich for our our stupid
decisions.

8/27/2018 11:36 AM

337

For the most part the 1% is spent correctly- Creating a city slush fund for Field of Dreams and water
park- That way we con't vote on it- planned corruption! Vote out all city admin!

8/27/2018 11:20 AM

338

It is hard for me to vote for any tax when I see how much money has been wasted! Gurley
Overpass, soccer field that is used 3 months out of the year, baseball complex that is for girls only
and not being used during little league!

8/27/2018 11:16 AM

339

Gillette, Campbell County- Awesome place to live.

8/27/2018 11:06 AM

340

Bring back the "recycle trailers" in the Walmart parking lot and other locations.

8/27/2018 10:39 AM

341

The Gillette Gun Club is a noise nuisance to the residents of the north side. No need to be shooting
before 6:30-7:00 am on a weekend morning. They should be a top priority in relocating with the 1%
money. How about at least posting shooting hours; rather than sunrise to sunset, Second
Amendment rights do not include disturbing neighborhoods with your guns!

8/27/2018 10:33 AM
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342

I have lived in Gillette since 1965. Proud of what everyone has done to make us glad we live herelove 8/27/2018 10:25 AM
the rec center.

343

This tax is hardly noticeable to consumers. Its results are big.

8/27/2018 10:06 AM

344

Need to take care of roads,water,sewer. Do not need to add bike paths. Do not need to sponsor
sports groups travel- or other groups. They can raise their own money.

8/27/2018 10:02 AM

345

I approve of the 1% additional tax, but I also want a choice of approval on a 4 year interval

8/27/2018 9:54 AM

346

Get rid of joint power fire boards. the commissioners should be doing that job on their own.

8/24/2018 4:19 PM

347

Keep up what we have and invest in our youth- programs and safety.

8/24/2018 3:46 PM

348

1% tax use is to be used as voters want not for building baseball fields and such. Listen to the voters. 8/24/2018 3:30 PM
Know difference between need/want.

349

This town has wasted too much money vote the incumbents out no on 1%

8/24/2018 3:21 PM

350

use the 1% money to complete the short section of Sinclair now, then developer can repay as he
develops area. Road will help residents immensely.

8/24/2018 3:07 PM

351

I hope people realize that sales tax is the most fair tax- there isn't tax on the necessities but all are
taxed on what they can afford to spend.

8/24/2018 2:07 PM

352

We love our community!

8/24/2018 12:24 PM

353

We need more firefighters! Not police, or Field of Dreams, hospital landscaping

8/24/2018 12:18 PM

354

I think funding for emergency services especially the fire department should be allocated thru
budgeting process and not dependent on the 1% tax.

8/24/2018 12:08 PM

355

Stop wasting our money on the mayor's art statues. We have other priorities that could be addressed
first.

8/24/2018 12:04 PM

356

It's time to stop funding the Gillette College. By now, it should be funding itself. Discontinue sports
that don't bring in money ex. Soccer.

8/24/2018 12:00 PM

357

Do not fund hospital or legacy nursing home

8/24/2018 11:42 AM

358

I'm very tired of paying for things I don't use. now you want a lightning detector? This is what happens 8/24/2018 11:40 AM
when government has no common sense. I want to spend my own penny.

359

How about just quit spending! Maybe then you could see how much you really have to work with!
What are you? A bunch of Democrap Sosialists!!

360

I love this community and am thankful for all the improvements, education facilities, parks. Would love 8/24/2018 10:02 AM
to see an entire city made more beautiful by more upgrades to parks-keep on improving.

361

Keep 1% tax wonderful!

362

Be very careful to keep Gillette and surrounding areas supplied with water. Stop green areas of public 8/24/2018 9:46 AM
cost along public walkways i.e. 4J-Enzi drive. Save water costs with xscape. Use volunteer workers to
maintain youth sports areas or perhaps city/county prisoners. Good for everyone.

363

The "do NOT fund"s should be paid for by the general budget or private sector.

8/24/2018 9:29 AM

364

Until we get a stable source of funding, we need to support our college.

8/24/2018 9:21 AM

8/24/2018 10:11 AM

8/24/2018 9:51 AM
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365

I appreciate the parks, bike paths, artwork and all the beautification, but realize that in the downturn
we should, unfortunately, put those second in priority.

8/24/2018 9:15 AM

366

Law enforcement and fire department funding should be budgeted accordingly, however not for the
optional 1% tax. I hope to never again see optional 1% money used for downtown bathrooms or
things like third street plaza regardless of how much grant money was used.

8/23/2018 3:51 PM

367

Need a real sidewalk/bike path along Echeta road-north of Tower West motel-headed west instead
of having roadway serve this purpose

8/23/2018 3:42 PM

368

We should end the bickering that occurs every 4 years and just make this tax permanent.

8/23/2018 3:20 PM

369

Get rid of economic development board they do nothing!

8/23/2018 2:42 PM

370

This tax is plain and simple a luxury tax so it should be used for the things we could do without, art,
sculptures, bike paths, parks. If Gillette would quit confiscating county subdivisions it would have
the tax receipts to cover expenses.

8/23/2018 2:27 PM

371

The Penny Power is a good program. It helps fund programs in Campbell County for everyone young
and old alike.

8/23/2018 2:02 PM

372

A nice botanical garden with an inside and outside growing area would be so nice. I do think cleaning
up what Gillette has is a great place to start.

8/23/2018 1:57 PM

373

I feel there is a need for a stop light at the intersection of N. Gurley ave. and Boxelder (Camplex/ new 8/23/2018 1:53 PM
Coop station). It is a busy intersection. It would help to move traffic during events at Camplex

374

Don't support 1% tax.

8/23/2018 12:16 PM

375

I hope the community continues to support the 1 cent tax. So many services would be cut that have
a positive and preventative impact on our community. This tax helps make Campbell County a
great place to live.

8/23/2018 12:09 PM

376

City and county waste of funds needs to be controlled better.

8/23/2018 10:56 AM

377

The 1 cent has not always been spent for the best of the community. A lot of the one cent tax has
been spent without the communities knowledge.

8/23/2018 10:54 AM

378

College town is in our future.

8/23/2018 10:22 AM

379

The college should be self supporting! The city and county should budget annually to replace and
repair infrastructure and equip for safety services. The 1% should not be used for expenses they
would have anyway. Emergency services are part of their statutory responsibilities.

8/23/2018 10:19 AM

380

I have voted for the tax since it came to be, zero problem with it other than I want it to be optimal.

8/23/2018 10:14 AM

381

Only use 1% tax on public infrastructure not supported by other taxes, mill levies, or user fees.
Wholesome facilities, without the ornate bells and whistles, built structurally sound, and energy
efficient will be less expensive to operate and maintain. Operation and maintenance will equal
approximately 15% of cost to build/year. Replacement will be approximately double every 7 year.
Budget for this.

8/23/2018 10:05 AM

382

I think the city does a great job with everything. It's a very clean city. When we first moved here we
were told we weren't part of the city. Guess they didn't like cable people.

8/23/2018 9:46 AM

383

Stop plastering "Penny Power" signs all over town. Post funded projects online or in the paper. I know 8/23/2018 9:27 AM
it is a good tax. Stop spending to tell me.
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384

It is time to clean house like we did in 1987 and vote out every city councilman and mayor and
district attorney and take back our community. You are going to do whatever you want regardless of
what the people want.

8/23/2018 9:21 AM

385

I believe this 1% tax is really helping this community.

8/23/2018 9:17 AM

386

You guys need to learn to live without this.

8/22/2018 4:25 PM

387

I am in favor of the 1% tax. We have enjoyed having the bike paths especially to use. They increase
safety.

8/22/2018 4:23 PM

388

It would be nice if the north side of Gillette would get some major improvements- Clean up (Garner
lake area) we always get the short stick!

8/22/2018 4:20 PM

389

I live right beside the drainage canal that runs through Sunflower Park. If and when a snowplow
comes down Emerson, they push snow onto the drains to the canal. You need to keep the drains
cleared so melted snow can run into the ditch. All the streets in 4J are affected. Do something about
it!

8/22/2018 4:17 PM

390

Gillette College should be self sufficient by now? They would be if they cut back on sports.

8/22/2018 3:18 PM

391

We need economic development to balance work force. This should include retail and manufacturing. 8/22/2018 3:12 PM
Use our tax advantage to bring in quality business.

392

I do not support this tax. How about using it for pre-stamped envelopes to return this survey??

8/22/2018 2:44 PM

393

I am very happy to vote and if I am able I will vote for the 1 cent sales tax. Thank you

8/22/2018 2:42 PM

394

Gillette is beautiful and I enjoy the many programs available from parks to youth programs. I also
believe we should ensure the best sanitation and should not neglect the underlying problems that
need to be repaired or improved. Thank you

8/22/2018 2:40 PM

395

I support Penny Power will vote for it.

8/22/2018 2:24 PM

396

Stop using 1% for anything other than what it was supposed to be. Stop raising utility rates and use
1% to fix what needs done. Sop expanding roads. Repair roads take care of what we got.

8/22/2018 2:22 PM

397

We need to have more transparency in all areas of government, and if our elected officials don't listen 8/22/2018 1:58 PM
and do as their constituents want, we need to vote them out!

398

Why is there not a sidewalk on east 14-16 people have to walk in the ditch or on the highway

8/22/2018 1:45 PM

399

I think we have too many chiefs and not enough Indians in our local governments. Too many "good
ole boys" and not enough using their own common sense.

8/22/2018 12:11 PM

400

The moving of the dump is very much a pain! Also the length of time fixing the roadsimprovementsetc. take way too long-several contractors for each task is ridiculous.

8/22/2018 12:05 PM

401

Stop spending money on more sports facilities we have more than enough. One reason the public is
hesitant about another tax is that it has been going to things we can do without.

8/22/2018 12:02 PM

402

Ashamed of how the public sidewalks ( other than downtown) look weeds in cracks of sidewalks and
streets -City goes after homeowners but does not take care of their own property- Get a director and
train employees to do their jobs!

8/22/2018 11:55 AM

403

Stop funding the college! We didn't build it to fund it! Roads need to be replaced in so many areas.
Fund the fire and police department. Maybe we can get rid of some politicians.

8/22/2018 11:35 AM

404

Since the 1% is not being spent as advertised in the beginning, I will be voting against the tax.

8/22/2018 11:30 AM
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405

Use it on items that fall under original guidelines. Not all this other bullshit. That is what is irritating
about it you says change or have hidden agendas, like field of dreams shows up after Madison
Pipeline is voted in money for field of dreams should be for water line. Can't use it for original uses
don't vote it in!

8/22/2018 11:12 AM

406

I think you are doing fine with the spending. Don't let the noise get you down. I'm not concerned. I
moved away for 15 years and came back and the city/area has not deteriorated a bit. Good for the
leaders of the city and county!

8/22/2018 11:05 AM

407

Gillette College needs a sustainable source of funding. I think it makes sense to increase the mill
levy and dedicate some funding for the college. Rockpile Museum should be a priority; it's a gem in
this community!

8/22/2018 10:43 AM

408

Am not in favor of this tax. Have not seen much happening other than bike paths which they choose
not to use.

8/22/2018 10:23 AM

409

Need a sidewalk along Echeta Road- so people don't have to walk in the road

8/22/2018 10:13 AM

410

Make walking bike paths that are not concrete very hard on the legs and feet and back. Tough leash
laws. Strict animal control with fines.

8/22/2018 10:07 AM

411

Go Navy!

8/22/2018 9:59 AM

412

We need to fund the Gillette College to the fullest, our children's futures are able to grow here at
home.

8/22/2018 9:53 AM

413

This is an optional tax... essential services should be budgeted and paid for by taxes.

8/21/2018 4:19 PM

414

Pay for education for full time fire department employees

8/21/2018 4:03 PM

415

I fully support the 1% tax and don't really care what it is used for. All uses are valid and needed to
maintain quality of life in Campbell County and Gillette.

8/21/2018 3:47 PM

416

A lot of money is wasted doing things like snow plowing bike paths- in some cases, faster than the
streets. We have overspent fire,police,EMS equipment. We don't needs and can't afford the best in
the US!

8/21/2018 3:39 PM

417

Why are just the part time fire dept employees getting money and funding to continue their
8/21/2018 3:31 PM
educations? Pay for the continued education for full timers!! Quit with the drama- pay the fire fightersthey are 1st responders. Get rid of conflicts of interest with commissioners.

418

SUPPORT the fire department!!

8/21/2018 3:23 PM

419

Pay the fire department employees- support them against politics give full timers $ for continued
education- quit paying some (on-call?) to do NOTHING.

8/21/2018 3:11 PM

420

1% needs to be used on infrastructure and roads. Need to start to pull back from social programs
funding. Projects should be voted on prior to being approved. Social programs need to become self
sufficient and not depend on this money.

8/21/2018 2:58 PM

421

We need to stabilize funding for Gillette College, the fire dept. and police dept. by providing specific
sales tax % for them

8/21/2018 2:44 PM

422

Fund Gillette College

8/21/2018 2:36 PM

423

I appreciate being asked, but don't have enough data to prioritize fully. I hope we elect people who
can weigh this info carefully and with an eye on humanity and the future.

8/21/2018 2:30 PM

424

Need information all candidates running for office.

8/21/2018 2:01 PM
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425

We've lived in Gillette for 27 years. Our 3 children were raised here in this nice town with great
schools. We must maintain the status quo. We are terrified of what will happen if and when coal
goes away. To that end, economic development and the college are key! We were devastated that
the quarter cent sales tax was voted down. Our property taxes are low and we have no state
income tax. Come on! 1/4 cent sales tax? People have no idea how good we have it as far as
taxes. Maybe the excise tax should be put on the ballot again at some point. (Thank you-got that off
my chest.)

8/21/2018 1:50 PM

426

All of the funds should not be expected in a budget. Funds for services/goods should not be
supplemented by this tax. This tax should not supplement poor choices made by the
leaders/management of the non-elected officials. i.e. do not support huge change orders on the
Madison pipeline or wells

8/21/2018 1:45 PM

427

Wyoming (Esp. Campbell County) residents are such welfare recipients we should welcome the 1%
and should have approved the 1/4% tax. We pay little in taxes! (by welfare I mean mineral taxes).

8/21/2018 1:30 PM

428

Thanks for adding a turn light on Lakeway and 59!! (you listened to my request last year.)

8/21/2018 12:12 PM

429

All you projects are worthy!

8/21/2018 11:44 AM

430

During the Spring Cleanup it worked much better when everyone put their stuff on the curb the same
day. It only took one day and there was lots of "urban recycling". When we bring it to the city
locations the city workers go through stuff for themselves but more is thrown away. I noticed when
we put stuff on the curb it was gone before the city came, same with our neighbors. I like it better
when someone uses stuff rather than just throwing out.

8/21/2018 11:30 AM

431

I support many of the projects I voted as medium or low but feel they should receive funding in other
ways i.e. fire district for fire dept.

8/21/2018 11:02 AM

432

Safety is and should always be #1 on our list. The people who stand up to protect us should have the
necessary equipment to do so safely.

8/21/2018 10:50 AM

433

City of Gillette and Campbell County have been out of control with an open check book. Learn to
budget like we do

8/21/2018 9:37 AM

434

It's time for a change in our commissioners and council. We need to get past all the B.S. and grow as 8/21/2018 9:30 AM
a community - (City and county)

435

Highly support the 1%!

8/21/2018 9:26 AM

436

Would like to see more drug laws enforced. Too many people are running around as a drug addict
and not getting prosecuted or arrested. Crack down!!

8/20/2018 4:49 PM

437

Use it as original intention not all these programs

8/20/2018 4:36 PM

438

Some road projects take too long. Gurley overpass is very frustrating.

8/20/2018 4:30 PM

439

We have supported the college enough! Gillette College should easily be able to run itself
financially!

8/20/2018 4:22 PM

440

Do not exactly know what some of these issues are and how it's separated between city and
county.

8/20/2018 3:48 PM

441

Keep the 1% very transparent. no one can question where it is spent if you list where and how
much is spent. That hasn't been done in the past.

8/20/2018 3:36 PM

442

No tax is a good tax

8/20/2018 3:20 PM

443

College funds more out of country students than our own Gillette kids

8/20/2018 3:18 PM
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444

Will vote no on Penny Power tax

8/20/2018 3:07 PM

445

I won't vote for 1% tax.

8/20/2018 3:04 PM

446

Would be nice to have sidewalks in fox park

8/20/2018 2:53 PM

447

education, communication, recreation, transportation

8/20/2018 2:50 PM

448

Safety equipment for law enforcement should be a high priority. Also help for our veterans.

8/20/2018 2:18 PM

449

Dalby needs cleaned, can't even get to it to fish. Field on Dream is low priority, more people use our
parks and they need kept up.

8/20/2018 1:55 PM

450

Cheaper to print in black instead of color.

8/20/2018 12:23 PM

451

We give our kids too much, most expect it, they need to earn it! P.S. and take care of what they got.

8/20/2018 11:49 AM

452

NO 1 cent sales tax. We live on a budget- so should you.

8/20/2018 11:13 AM

453

Learn to live on a budget. The 1 cent tax is b.s. You need to learn not to spend money you don't
have.

8/20/2018 11:11 AM

454

I plan on voting out all of the idiot incumbents. How about you guys grow some balls and stop hiring
the same idiots to run the fire board? You need a mil to support the dept.

8/20/2018 10:22 AM

455

I feel many groups are involved in substance abuse/education. That's why I didn't put it a top
priority.

8/20/2018 9:55 AM
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CAMPBELL COUNTY
These comments were written in on the fifth question regarding Campbell County, ranking
projects from “Do Not Fund” through “High Priority.”
1

maintain open space

2

Parks

3

Green energy development

4

Green energy development

5

Help maintain to a higher degree all service agencies, 2nd hand ministries- mental health

6

Help find jobs for local young people

7

Doppler Radar

8

library support

9

take care of county subdivision roads

10

library

11

economic development

12

Library

13

Weather alert system improvement

14

Economic Development

15

Economic development

16

Economic development

17

maintain school bus routes

18

improve in-house maintenance policy to reduce capital expenditures

19

public library

20

New library

21

Library

22

recycling

23

Stop funding charities with taxpayer money

24

rockpile museum

25

library

26

Take care of what we have well

27

Straighten Fairview road

28

straighten Fairview road

29

Weather radar system- could work with college-offer meteorology degree

30

maintain what we have

31

cooperate with Gillette and Wright

32

Veteran housing in Gillette

33

museum expansion

34

No more ball fields for awhile
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35

Move gun club

36

An outside water park or sledding area

37

County recycle trailers- recycle access

38

Nuisance cleanup/enforcement

39

Weather radar

40

library

41

overpass should be better

42

airport

43

Fully staff our fire department

44

library and museum expansion

45

More programs to teach kids to work and be productive

46

Maintaining dirt roads around Gillette

47

Do not build new facilities. Maintain what we have

48

maintain current facilities

49

re-write 1% tax to 1/2% or 3/4%

50

Waste Water/ Sewer treatment.

51

Set radio channel for storm information

52

Rockpile museum

53

Gillette golf course expansion and maintenance

54

4 lane highway to/from Gillette

55

social services

56

Gillette golf course expansion and maintenance

57

Shooting range

58

fire department

59

cut spending

60

Stop treating the city like it's not part of the count

61

Winter activity programs/facilities

62

Emergency and warning sirens

63

Campbell County Public Library

64

New visitor center and museum

65

Mandatory recycling program like progressive states

66

Economic development

67

School lunches for the poor- everyone needs to eat

68

Law enforcement and fire department

69

Yes house

70

Senior living nursing homes, communities

71

Library

72

Library

73

Library
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74

Bring water south of Antelope Valley

75

Citizen bus pickup

76

Public tornado shelter or list available buildings

77

Buy property at some parks to make parking

78

non profit agencies

79

Access to our park lands!

80

Curbside recycling pickup

81

Social agencies

82

Hannum road drainage

83

Combat trafficing

84

Teachers' salaries increase

85

Attract new corporations

86

Airport

87

Bring in more manufacturing jobs

88

More training and better pay for law officers

89

New bosses

90

Tree planting

91

Drug court and other treatment programs/ mental health services

92

Job opportunities for low income and mentally deficient individuals.

93

Parks and recreation department

94

Put a stop light at the Camplex intersection

95

Recycling

96

Water

97

Gillette golf club

98

Shaded park in Rozet

99

Snow removal

100

Veterans hospital and home

101

Fire Department

102

Fire dept funding

103

I don't agree with arming our teachers. Guns don't belong in school

104

Public health

105

Public health

106

Do not fund hospital

107

Emergency and safety equipment should be budgeted line item and not contingent on 1%
tax

108

Weather warning system

109

tornado sirens in county areas

110

Clean up Donkey Creek

111

Campbell county needs more tornado sirens

112

Public library expansion
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113

Rockpile Museum

114

Education

115

Put something in the field of dreams we had to have.

116

Economic development

117

Plow country road and Gurley avenue earlier in the morning during a snow storm

118

finish Madison water project

119

The commissioners need to take a road trip on some of our county roads they aren't very
well maintained and need to be paved.

120

Replace building for Rockpile Museum

121

Animal Control

122

water

123

Education for fire department

124

Pay the fire department!! Give full timers $ for college!!

125

Pay the fire department!! Give full-timers $ for college!!

126

Pay for the college of full time firefighters

127

Public safety radar station

128

Do not raise mill levies!

129

grow the community Economic Development

130

Bring in new industry

131

More services for handicap assistance

132

Plowing roads down to the pavement so there is no ice!

133

Finish sidewalks and lighting in Sunburst subdivision as promised

134

Suicide Prevention

135

Park bathroom/portables

136

Doppler Radar only one million dollars

137

Wright Senior Citizens' Center and Services

138

we need hospital for them

139

economic development

140

Fire Department Support

141

Drug Court- Mental Services
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The following comments were written in response to question sixteen (16), “Please enter
any other comments here,” from respondents who identified as being from outside of
Wright/Gillette:

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Being a lifetime resident I am very pleased in how the local governments have handled the growth
and development of our area. Well done everyone! Maintain what we have-use common sense and
focus on economic diversity

9/25/2018 1:55 PM

2

Please make the one percent a permanent tax

3

One percent has been a fantastic investment in our communities and county over the last 40+ years,
continue!

9/25/2018 10:38 AM

4

Gillette College is too fancy and expensive- Cut the athletics and they would have enough money.
Social services are not a legitimate constitutional function of government or public money.

9/25/2018 9:43 AM

5

Make 1% permanent!

9/25/2018 9:35 AM

6

Campbell County L- Should never fund the Public Schools Campbell County H- Never fund athletic 9/25/2018 9:31 AM
programs,facilities If you think you can ask what gender I identify as- why don't you ask what age I
identify as? My dad never identified as 'old' until he was past 85- lived until 92.5

9/25/2018 11:14 AM

7

I am interested in saving money, not spending it. How will you save some money to have for future
critical needs so you don't panic the next time we vote on this?

9/24/2018 10:59 AM

8

Whomever wrote this up, must never travel county roads in the eastern county, Bishop and Adon are
the only paved ones. We choke on the dust on all other roads

9/24/2018 10:53 AM

Please live within your means like citizens must do

9/24/2018 9:48 AM

9
10

11

I will probably vote for the tax, but I highly resent it being used as a threat- "pass this or we'll raise you 9/21/2018 1:59 PM
other taxes." I am not ignorant or uninformed just because I may disagree with you. Respect goes
both ways.
I would like to see a walking/bike path for Rozet.

9/21/2018 1:53 PM

12

Don't fund college, any non profits, any HOA subdivisions, drug treatment or drug court (Make them
pay for their own problem) or anything that has to do with non infrastructure or elderly.

9/21/2018 9:53 AM

13

First, I want to see the 1% tax kept optional. As a tax payer I have the right to vote on whether I get
taxed. If it doesn't pass I think it would be wrong to make it permanent by the use of the Joint
Powers like so many other things that we voted down have been put into place. Government by the
people, for the people!

9/21/2018 9:48 AM

I have always been in favor of this tax but the powers that be have WASTED it

9/20/2018 4:20 PM

Have lived here 50 years. Always vote for the 1 cent sales tax. Appreciate the improvements it funds.

9/20/2018 9:37 AM

Until we have a tax to support Gillette College it has to be high priority in Campbell County

9/19/2018 4:17 PM

No maintenance is provided by county regarding gravel roads as considered private property the
school buses are using them. No subsiding for water -county says get your own grant for this or for
bike paths

9/19/2018 2:08 PM

14
15

16
17
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18

Need to use 1% for the general public use and needs in everyday life!

9/18/2018 2:03 PM

19

Don't just fix the potholes on election years!

9/18/2018 11:32 AM

20

I am damn tired of supplying money for every little want, need, and social program there is in the city
of Gillette. End of story.

9/18/2018 11:09 AM

21

County roads, safety equipment and substance abuse. We need this 1% tax. It's the fairest tax I know 9/18/2018 10:21 AM
of, citizens and visitors alike.

22

The money should be spent for infrastructure not all this other b.s. that it is wasted on. It would give
it enough to do more on streets and water/sewer system.

9/17/2018 3:48 PM

23

quit funding college voters voted down 1/4% down!!! fund the fire department!!!

9/17/2018 2:20 PM

24

1% sales tax is necessary. It provides for so much. I support it completely and am happy to pay the
1%.

9/12/2018 10:49 AM

25

Paving high volume county and subdivision roads would reduce maintenance and user costs. There
would be less wear on vehicles ans less blading costs, gravel replacement costs.

9/12/2018 9:11 AM

26

Quit wasting the 1% on unnecessary crap like sports fields,statues,beautification etc.!!!

9/11/2018 3:21 PM

27

I fully support the 1% funding

9/11/2018 3:15 PM

28

This survey is a waste of time and money

9/11/2018 2:20 PM

29

We moved to Gillette in 1983. I voted 1 time for the tax because we were convinced that the extra
needs for Campbell County would be met with the extra 1%. It became evident quickly that this was
going to be a pet tax. I have never voted for it since.

9/11/2018 2:19 PM

30

Gillette has been prettied up enough. We need to maintain what we have so it is usable and pretty,
support the police and firemen that serve us, help the needy families and stop building parks.

9/5/2018 9:38 AM

31

prefer that the one cent tax fails

9/4/2018 2:44 PM

32

You do not need to spend it all- spend it wisely

9/4/2018 12:08 PM

33

1% has done great things for this community

8/31/2018 4:07 PM

34

The optional 1% money has done so many good things for this community

8/31/2018 4:01 PM

35

Not happy with landfill! It is a 50 mile round trip for Rozet residents. There is going to be more trash
in ditches- not healthy, not good for our community or environment. Possibly make pick up
stations?

8/31/2018 1:40 PM

36

We need to cut back. We pay for the dump, fire, and schools and such with property taxes. We don't
need 1% tax, that's the people's money.

8/31/2018 10:06 AM

37

Young high school kids need to get low paying jobs and learn to be on time- do some community
services for old people! Town of Gillette and Wright are very good places to live and work and go to
college! We are so very lucky to live in Wyoming and the USA!

8/30/2018 11:24 AM

38

The fire department is over regulated by too many boards. The fire fighters and chief know whats
needed to keep the public safe. Listen to them!

8/29/2018 3:04 PM

39

Help with subdivision road maintenance. I am for the 1% tax.

8/29/2018 2:03 PM
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40

I am a true believer in this penny power 1% tax.

8/29/2018 1:43 PM

41

Field of Dreams will affect peoples voting for a long time to come. Many people are extremely mad
about it. Government should be wise.

8/29/2018 12:23 PM

42

A city pool for Rozet would be great. the Gillette pool is crammed! We don't need a water park out
here just a fun pool for all ages!

8/27/2018 3:59 PM

43

Outdoor pool and park in Rozet. School could use for swim lessons. Less cost for buses.

8/27/2018 3:56 PM

44

It is a difficult job to balance the needs of our communities. Having built up so much infrastructure in
the good times makes it difficult to maintain in the lean times. We don't seem to ever learn from our
mistakes...

8/27/2018 11:11 AM

45

Am in favor of new ballpark complex, yet see the planting of all the trees, twice, not a conservative
use of our tax money. We live and thrive on the high plains, embrace zeriscaping, spend our money
wisely. Encourage organizations to purchase, plant, and water, but that's un-handy out there. Just
one example of how to keep a positive not going rather than a project gathering negativity.

8/24/2018 2:59 PM

46

Our school system is wonderful. I strongly support advancing the Gillette College. our future is in
education.

8/24/2018 2:51 PM

47

Be careful with our money. the working class Gillette is a lot more aware than many give them credit
for. Thanks

8/24/2018 2:03 PM

48

Full support of 1%

8/24/2018 12:22 PM

49

Do something for whole county.

8/23/2018 2:39 PM

50

Spend the tax as it was intended to be. This is a tax that is supposed to benefit all the citizens. It
was not intended for every special interest group to come to the meetings wanting a handout or to
pay for the things the commission and city council have dreamed up.

8/23/2018 2:08 PM

51

I am very disappointed in Campbell County and this 1 cent tax. I don't think anything of my interests
has been done. Seems like it all goes to Gillette or Wright. Do something for all Campbell County.

8/23/2018 1:47 PM

52

Voting to oust all you yay-hoos who blow our hard-earned money!

8/23/2018 12:14 PM

53

Need bike path along highway 14-16- Not everyone is in south Gillette!

8/23/2018 10:43 AM

54

All county money used on things they already have. Especially roads that are trashed fix what you
have before building anything new.

8/22/2018 2:53 PM

55

Plow the road better especially Little Powder River road, Gurley avenue and overpass so people
can get to work at 5 AM

8/22/2018 1:49 PM

56

I support the 1% tax but the light has been shining on this issue and how we react and respond will
determine its future. Listen to the people.

8/22/2018 1:32 PM

57

this is too general. Each project needs to be looked at on a 1 on 1 basis. Too much money spent on
glory projects (3rd street, softball fields, bike paths)

8/22/2018 9:47 AM

58

If you would spend the tax money wisely instead of on foolish stuff (Field of Dreams) and such and
have a decent budget we wouldn't need extra 1%!!

8/22/2018 9:37 AM

53

59

Y'all need to use money wisely like we have to for household budgets instead of wastefully (i.e.
Field of Dreams) etc - we wouldn't need extra 1% tax!!!

8/22/2018 9:35 AM

60

I will vote NO on 1% tax!!

8/21/2018 1:37 PM

61

Use the 1% for infrastructure that deals with water, sewer, streets, garbage, electrical, as was
originally set up.

8/21/2018 10:44 AM

62

Near Freedom Hills/Golden meadows - a lot of people/kids walk and ride bikes - there is no path on
American Ranch Road so they are on road- drivers can't always see them someone will get killed if
a path for riding/walking isn't put in.

8/20/2018 3:28 PM

63

Subdivision roads always needing maintaining

8/20/2018 2:03 PM

54

